
                 

Hi Chainganger's!    (reminder of….BIG NEWS BELOW!!) 

This weekend was a real cycle fest what with the Argus 'fun' ride (Pedal Power's 
description, not mine!) and the African Continental Championships in PMB and a legendary 
Chaingang ride in Kaapsehoop there was something for everyone. 

Not sure about the Argus but I hear it was sunny and windy, i.e. Typical Cape weather, maybe 
I can convince someone to pen a few words on their experience for next weeks newsletter, in 
the meantime you're left with my vist to the ACC and Allan's ride report. 

Cascades at PMB is already well established as the only African World Cup venue and for 
2013 the destination for all the top Masters and Elites in this years World Championships, 
It's a fantastic place and offers a real 'do it all' MTB mecca with a multitude of XCO and 
Down Hill trails, for 2013 they've added a pump track, some serious jumps and a XC 
Eliminator course.  The shopping centre is right on the doorstep so the wags can do some 
retail therapy whilst the dude's rip up the trails.  When I arrived on Friday it was 34 deg 
with about 90% humidity making practice for the racers a real sweat fest and most only 
braved a couple of laps before retiring for an iced coffee, but come Saturday the heavens 
had opened up and a cool breeze and light drizzle made the temp perfect for some tight 
racing.  The major problem with the venue soon becomes apparent after rain, it becomes as 
slippery as a Greek wrestler, the nice hard surface turns first into slick snot then soon after 
more clingy than a stalker, your 8.5kg carbon race machine becomes a John Deere at spring 
harvest. Frantic tyre choice was the order of the day and for those that had plumped for 
mud types it probably helped a bit – but not much.  The Women were up first with our own 
Sam Sanders in the Elite section and despite almost catching the second placed Mauritian on 
two occasions she had brain fade and bailed off the course, at the end a 3rd was a great 
result as the course didn't let Sam let rip on the single track as is her forte, but up in front 
the relentless Yolande Speedy confirmed her status as our best female mountain bikers 
ever, when others are in the twilight of their years she still keeps getting better. 

The Mens race was a bit drier and with little in the way of competition Phillip Buys rode at a 
steady pace and just wore out the others taking his second ACC win in as many years.  The 
Down Hill on Sunday also suffered from some overnight rain and the guys were more like 
down hill skiers on bikes that cyclists!  The practice runs saw almost all of the riders bail at 
some point but being that this is a 5 minute plus course it still gives time for guys to let the 
brakes go and try play catch up.  Ex local Nadia Botha (Panorama Cycles) took the Women's 
title, props girl!)  

Even though this was a relatively small event in comparison to the razzmatazz of a World 
Championship KZN MTB put on a great show with team areas, Red Bull chill zone, product 
displays and food stalls, if you only go to one event this years make sure It's the World 
Champs in August, Its gonna be Epic! 



I also hear that a small but determined bunch of riders pitched up at jakes XCO race in 
Sabie on Saturday, report anyone? 

The Kaapsehoop ride seems like to was also a bit of a 'suffer – fest'! 

Allan reports: 

The weather was good. Probably too good. For the climb up the hill we were all overheating in 
the blazing sun. There was only an occasional breeze to give some relief. 

There were only seven of us who turned up at Kaapschehoop on Saturday morning. Most of us 
opted for the steep warm-up climb at Jack se draai which was going to come back and bite 
some of us later on the long climb. 

Being in forestry I should know that a dirt road can change character every time you ride it. 
That didn’t stop myself and Craig barrelling down the long downhills with the only restraint 
being the possible rocks lurking in the long grass. 

Suddenly an erosion gully which wasn’t there last time, jumped up and dented both of my 
brand new rims causing a deflation in the front as well as denting Craig’s back rim. After a 
quick flurry of tubes and bombs we were on our way again albeit a little bit more cautiously. 

That route, as we saw on Saturday, is definitely a winter ride, as the overgrown tracks 
reduced visibility as well as that long grass being tiring to ride through. 

The grass, as well as the warm-up climb in the beginning of the ride and the heat took their 
toll and we had some tired riders at the end. 

I hope Dadus & Annie have not been scared off by this ride and promise that the next one 
will be more enjoyable hopefully as scenic but still with a bit of exercise. 

Thanks Allan!  

TV stuff!! 

Doing the rounds this week is the Sabie Xperience, an hour long special with all the reasons 
we love riding in them them Sabie mountains!  Big Climbs and long down hills complete with 
Dennis's mug vying for acting honours along with the Mark and Geoff show, what is it with 
these TV hugging Lowvelders?  Check it out before it's gone! 

The Cape Epic  

is almost here and once again it's live from 9am on Sunday morning  so you can lay back and 
imagine the pain and suffering these guys have ahead of them!  If you still in the dark ages 
now is the time to get with the young folk granddad and get on Twitter, its just the best way 
to get the blow by blow updates on the race, live and as it happens. All our best to our only 
local full time professional cyclist and Lowveld Chaingang member Max Knox on his Epic 
alongside his Japanese partner Yamamoto, go for it Maxi! 



Chainsuck! 

I hear that once again, the Argus suffered a big crash in the ladies race leaving Sharon 
Laws, the British Champion broken and out of the Epic, this is a real blow, particularly for an 
overseas professional who has spent a huge amount of time and money preparing for this 
race, when will the Argus organisers get their act together and separate the Elite Ladies 
from the Vet men?  What is really annoying is that Pedal Power refuse to pay rider levies to 
CSA for the 'non Elite' categories as they claim the rest are all just 'fun riders', I kinda 
think that those 30 plus dudes in their Assos kit and Pinarrello bikes kitted out with Power 
Taps, are hardly 'fun' riders yet they let them sprint with the Pro chicks, not cool, always 
gonna be an accident waiting to happen. 

MANKELE SAPPI SUDWALA race next weekend, loadsa single track, gut busting 
climbs, epic views, never-ending bush tunnels and more fun than a night with the 
Monkey from Hangover 2!  More info at www.mankele.co.za  

LOWVELD QUEST!!!!! 

After Mark and Geoff's Oscar winning performance on TV last week, they've had 
hundreds of acting offers flooding in……mainly from the Comedy Channel and 
Animal Planet (apparently Eugene Cussens wants to save them and offered a cage 
for two at Chimp Eden) , but mostly ENTRIES have been flooding in!  If you 
haven't got yours in then don't delay, this race is going to be a classic and 
wouldn't you love to sit on the start in 10 years time and say you've done every 
one?  There are now some great sponsors on board and the course is looking 
incredible with some of the best trails ever seen anywhere, its like discovering oil 
in your garden! 

Go to www.loweveldquest.co.za and don't miss out! 

 


